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pictures, hung low on the walls, should be few In number
and should be changed from time to time. Bulletin boards
are indispensable. A swing, ladders, and ropes provide the
apparatus needed for climbing, swinging, and jumping. At-
tractive school ground with trees, flowers, shady places, a
brook, and a pond are possible in the country. A playground
with strong simple apparatus, large blocks, bricks, wheel-
barrows, shovels, a big sand pile, individual garden plots, a
yard for pets, and a birdbath can be cared for by the children.
Where the school equipment is inadequate, the home should
make a special effort to supplement it. Where the home
environment is meager, the school should try to supply the
deficiencies.2
Value of Physical Activity. — Improvement in motor con-
trol, skill, and poise is only one of the values of physical
activity. Social, moral, and personal habits — learning to
play with others, to take turns, to play fair, to plan a piece
of work, to face difficulties that arise and to stick to a job
until it is finished — these and similar habits are learned
through play and constructive activities. The child's play is
an experimental activity which contributes to his knowledge
of the external world and which helps him to make the
necessary adaptation. Play has mental hygiene value in that
it is an area of school life in which all children may experi-
ence success and live for a while in a congenial world and
be the kind of self they may have dreamed about. The
teacher is needed to contribute suggestions from her wider
experience; to help the children discover a better way to act
when a conflict arises among diverse personal desires; to
show a way out of insurmountable difficulties; to increase the
children's knowledge of things and people; and to see that
desirable ways of acting bring satisfaction and undesirable
responses result in annoyance.
2 Dorothy Canfield gives a charming practical description of the way parents
in her community remodeled the old school huilding: Dorothy Canfield,
"What We Did with Our Old Schoolhouse," .The Country Gentleman, XCII
(August, 1927), 21.

